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1. Introduction 
In solving initial value problems numerically we often face the following situation. We know 
that our numerical method produces bounded solutions for all stable linear scalar valued 
problems. Does it follow that a similar statement holds for systems of equations. A useful tool in 
answering such questions is provided by a theorem of von Neumann [lo]: 
Given a polynomial p satisfying 
Jp(z)j<l for JzJ61 
one has 
for all linear operators A in Hilbert spaces satisfying IAl < 1. 
In order to discuss multistep methods one would like to have a modification of this result such 
that the polynomial is matrix valued. In the next section we discuss such generalizations. In 
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Sections 3 to 5 we give the proofs and in Section 6 we apply one of the results to a special class of 
one-leg methods which are stable for scalar linear problems with all possible step sequences. 
A survey of stability results on time discretization of dissipative problems is given in [13]. 
2. Main results 
In this section C( 2) = ( cii( 2)) will denote an n x m-matrix whose elements c;,(z) are rational 
functions of the complex variable z. In the following H shall denote a Hilbert space. We write 
H”’ for the vector space H X H X - - - x H. Let A be an operator in H. Assuming that c,JA) is 
well defined for every ij we denote by C(A) the operator H” + H” given by 
.Y;’ f Cij(A)xj, i=l,2 ,..., n, x~EH. (2.1) 
j-1 
For shortness we shall write x = (xi,. . . , x,,,)~ E H”, y = ( yl,. . . , JJ,.,)~ E H”, and _Y = C( A)x. In 
the following C(A) is always well defined because our assumptions on A imply that the spectrum 
of A belongs to the set where ]C( z) 1 d 1 in some norm. 
We shall now introduce the norms into H” and in a completely analogous way, into H”, by 
combining the norm of H by a norm in Q=” or Q=” respectively. If we denote the inner product in 
H by (a, - ), and the corresponding norm by I-1, then we define an inner product and the 
corresponding norm into H” by setting 
(tx, V)> ‘= ,ci txiy Vi), x, ~EH~ 
and 
II x II 2 = ((x9 x)Y2. 
We shall also work with the following norm 
I]x]lrn := max(xi(, x E H”. 
We write I- I2 and I - I, for the corresponding norms in Q= m. 
In fact ]I - 11, is just one example of a family of natural norms in H”. More generally, suppose 
that I - lM is a monotone norm in Cm, i.e. its value depends only on the absolute values of the 
components. We can now set a norm into H” as follows: 
Theorem 1. If 
IC(z)(= s,up IC(Z)~(~~ 1 forall IzIG 1 
2-l 
then 
IlC(A)Il= sup lIaA)4l2 G 1 
Ilxllz=l 
for all A such that IAl = sup,+,(Aul Q 1. 
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Corollary 1 below shows that the Euclidean inner products in C” and Q=” can be replaced by 
any inner products and the conclusion remains valid. The next result shows the special role inner 
products play. 
Theorem 2. Let 1 - jiLj be uny monotone norm in Q= m. If 
IlC(A)Il= ,( :pP=t lIC(MlM~ I 
X .w 
for all A: H -+ H such that IAl Q 1 and for all m X m-matrices C(z) such that 
ICWI= ,,sW, Icb>hf~ 19 IZIQ 1, 
M 
then ) - jM is defined by an inner product. 
Theorem 2 shows that we in general must pose extra conditions on the set of matrices C(z) for 
which (1 C(A) II < 1 will follow. Our next result gives such a result for the max-norm. 
Theorem 3. Assume that the elements cij(z) of C(z) are of the form 
Cii(Z)=(Xii+6ijZ)/(l+yiZ) 
where A,,, S,,, y, are reals. Suppose further that 
C(l)%,, = I,,, 
where d,,,=(l,l,...,l)T. Ifnow 
JCW I = ,,s”p_, ICb>& < 1 for all 14 d 1, 
* 
then 
IlC(A) 11 = ,, ;;p=t It C(A)& G 1 
X * 
for all A such that 1 Al < 1. 
We shall prove these results in the next sections. In applications we use these results often in a 
somewhat modified form. One might want to use the norms in Q= m and Q=” in different coordinate 
systems, and further, the assumption IC( z) I 6 1 might hold for a different circular set than the 
unit disc. 
Assume we are given arbitrary inner products in Q=” and Q=“, defined by Hermitean positive 
definite matrices G = T*T and F = S*S. Let us denote by I the identity operator in H. Then we 
denote by T @ I the operator in H” given by 
T@I: x+y 
where yi = TCj’_ltij~j, i = 1, 2,. . . , m. 
Now we can define the inner product into H” (and in an analogous way into H”) by setting 
((x3 y>>o:=((T@Ix, T@ly))= 5 gij(xip _Yj>* 
i. j-1 
We denote the corresponding norms in Cm and in H” by 1. jc and 11. llG respectively. 
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Corollary 1. If 
then 
IlC(A)Il:= ,,_yp I IlC(z)xll.~ 1 
for all operators in H s;ci that 1 AJ < 1. 
Proof. The corollary follows applying Theorem 1 to the matrix 
In the similar way we can consider transformed max-norms. 
the form 
we define 
IElT.oo +-Elm 
the norm into H” by setting 
IIXIIr.m :=IIT@IxII, = m:x t tijxj 
j-1 
Corollary 2. If SC(z) T-’ satisfies the additional assumptions of 
lC(z)l= ,t;TyfZl Ia4Els,m 6 1 for I4 G 19 
then 
IlW)II = sup liC(A)xks,, Q 1 
II x II T.a = r 
for all operators A in H such that IAl < 1. 
SC(z)T-? 
If we are given in Q=” a norm of 
Theorem 3, and 
A second set of modifications is obtained through transformation of the variable z. We adopt 
the following notation: 
Or:= {rEC( Iz+rl gr}, r< co, 
Doe:= {zECjRez<O). 
Correspondingly, for operators in H we define 
D,(H):= {A(IA+rll <r}, r< oo 
D,(H):= (A/Re(u, Au)<Oforal/uEH). 
Corollary 3. Let the norms be as in Corollary 1. If for some r < 00 
IC(z)l<l forall ZED, 
then 
IlC(A)llgl foraN AED,( 
FWof. If z E D, then 1~1 G 1 if we set w = 1+ z/r, when r < 03. For r = CO we can define 
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w = (1 + z)/(l - z). Let us similarly denote 
B;=I++A and B:= (I-A)-‘(Z+A), 
so that A E O,(H) is equivalent to ]B) < 1. Corollary 3 follows from Corollary 1 by considering 
the matrix c(w) = C( z( w)). 
Corollary 4. Let the norms be as in Corollary 2. Assume that the elements of SC(z) T-’ are of the 
f orm 
( xij + sijz)/C1 + Yiz) 
with real coefficients, and that SC(O)T-‘1, = I,,, where 1, = (1, 1,. . . , l)T. Zf for some r ( 00 
jC(z)J<l forall zED, 
then 
IlC’(A)(I< 1 forall A ED,(H). 
Proof. Corollary 4 follows from Corollary 2 in the same way as Corollary 3 followed from 
Corollary 1. One checks easily that the extra requirements of Corollary 2 on Sc(w)T-’ are 
satisfied. 
In all the previous results A was assumed to operate in a Hilbert space. This is natural because 
of the following result. 
Theorem 4. Suppose that in a Banach space X we have for all operators A : X --) X satisfying 1 Al Q 1 
ic(A)I< 1 
for all functions c(z) = (z - ar)/(l - Ez) with Icx[ < 1. Then the norm in X is given by an inner 
product. 
Proof. This is a simplified version of a theorem by Foias. For a proof see e.g. [7, p.4581. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1 
Theorem 1 and its corrollaries can be considered as a generalization of both the theorem of 
von Neumann, which considers scalar functions c(z) and that of Dahlquist which considers 
companion matrices of special form appearing in the contractivity analysis of one-leg methods. I
have not found Theorem 1 in the literature so I shall present a detailed proof for it although it is 
a rather straight forward generalization of a proof for the scalar case. The formulation and proof 
of this result was prompted by a remark in [6] after Lemma 3.2 on p. 63: “It would be interesting 
to have a more operator-theoretic proof of this” (result concerning the companion matrices). 
As a first reduction step observe that it is enough to prove the Theorem for matrices whose 
elements are polynomials. In fact, since ]C( z)] < 1 for ]z] Q 1 the poles of the rational elements 
are all outside the closed unit disc. .This guarantees, since there are only finitely many poles and 
functions cij(Z), that for some r c 1 there exists K < cc such that in the expansions 
Cij(Z) = E CijkZk 
k-0 
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the coefficients satisfy lc,+( < Kr ‘. Denoting by C, the matrix with elements (c~,~) we conclude 
that 
ICkl,(Mrk 
for some M because matrices can be bounded in terms of their elements. Now we write 
C(A)= f Ck@Ak 
k-0 
and estimate, using llCk 8 Akll = ]Ck]lAk] < lCk(, 
This shows that it is enough to prove the result for matrices C(z) whose elements are 
polynomials. 
Observe that the discussion above would also hold if we would only assume that the elements 
of C(z) are (generally nonrational) analytic functions in some open set containing the closed unit 
disc. 
We shall proceed in showing that we may assume A to be unitary by using a dilation of A, see 
e.g. [7, Chapter X] or [8, Chapter 181. Assume that the highest degree of the polynomial_s in C(z) 
equals N. Set a-HXHX --. XH- HN+l and consider the following operator in H: 
/A s 0 . . . 0 ’ 
0 0 -I . . . 0 
u=! ; 
. 
0 0 -I 
. 
\-R A* . . . 0 
whereS=(I-AA*)“*,and R=(I-A*A) 1/2 One verifies easily that U is unitary and we have .
Ai=P,UiR, for j<N 
where R, denotes the restriction and PH the projection onto the subspace H X (0) X * . . X (0). 
We write for ii E fi k = (no, ul,. . . , uN) and use (fi, B)R = 
fi. 
E,“-,( u/ vi) as the inner product in 
In an analogous manner we define km to consist of vectors 2 = (x0, x1,. . . , xN) where 
xi E H” with inner product (2, J)cim = Cy_,((x/ yj)). For any x E H” we now have C(A)x = 
PHnC(U)RHmx where RHm denotes the restriction and PHn the projection onto the subspaces 
H” x (0) x ... X(O) and H”x (0) X ... X (0) while C(U) is an operator from fim into P. 
Identifying H” with the subspace H” x (0) x - - - X (0) we write x0 for both x0 E H” and 
x0 E fim. Thus 
and 
C(A>x O = P,.C( U)xO 
(C(A)x”(,~=~PH.C(U)xo(,.=~PH.C(U)xo~~. 
~~PH”~~c(u)xo(fin=(c(u)xo~p, 
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because lPHnl = 1. Hence 
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Taking the supremum now over all vectors in a”’ and not only over the subspace consisting of 
x0’s we arrive at 
The right hand side is now exactly of the original form with A operating in H replaced by a 
unitary U operating in H. We shall now proceed by assuming, for notational convenience, that U 
operates in H. Also, assume for a while that H is finite dimensional. 
Since U is unitary in a finite dimensional space H there exist a diagonal A = diag( Xi,. . . , A,) 
with IX,1 = 1 and a unitary Q such that QUQ* = A. 
For shortness we write Qx for x E H” to denote ( Qx,. . . . , Qx,)‘. Since Q is unitary we have 
lQxlH- = 1~1~~. Hence 
and therefore 
sup Ic(u)xJH*= sup IC(A)X(HV 
(x(,-=1 Ixl”“.=l 
But if we write for x E H” 
(xf,..., 
the components of Xi in the orthonormal coordinates as xi = 
x,!) and form the vectors x1 := (x:, . . . , xi)’ E Cm, then 
= i 1 i (Cij(h,)X~~...,C;j(h~)X,dill 
i-l j=l 
= f IC(X,)X’l:< t )C(h,)121X1/i< 5 IX'IZ=IXl$. 
I=1 I=1 I=1 
Thus 
sup Ic(u)xIHn < 1 
Ixlf/-=l 
and the theorem holds for all finite dimensional spaces. In the general case, take an arbitrary 
x = (xi,. . . , x,)= E H”, and for a given A let K denote the subspace of H spanned by 
{A’Xj}, i=o ,..., N; j=l,..., m. Further, let PK denote the projection and R, the restriction 
to K, and set B = PKAR,. Clearly, B maps K into K and we have IBI < IAl d 1. Since K is 
finite dimensional we have llC( B)ll G 1. However, by construction C( A)x = C( B)x for any 
N-degree polynomial C(z) and therefore llC( A)xl12 G Ilxl12 which completes our proof. 
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4. Proof of Theorem 3 and related results 
As before, ) - 1 denotes the norm in a given Hilbert space H, 1. lx denotes the max-norm in Q= m 
while 11 a 11, denotes the following norm in H”: IIxII~ = maxr $, G ,,,lxil, where xi E H. We assume 
throughout this section that A is an operator in H such that 
JAI= sup IAu\< 1. (4.1) 
]uJ=l 
As before, C(z) will denote an n x m-matrix with rational elements cij(z). 
Proposition 4.1. If (C(z) I = s~p,~,,=;~/C(z)Sl~ < 1 for lzl G 1 then 
Proof. We have to show that for every i 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
As in the proof of Theorem 1 we conclude first that it is enough to prove this for all polynomials 
cij(z) and for all finite dimensional Hilbert spaces. Then using a dilation of A we conclude that it 
suffices to show (4.3) for all diagonal operators, with eigenvalues of modulus one. 
Working in the orthonormal coordinate system of H we write A = diag(X,, . . . , A,) and 
x~=(x:,...,x,~). Then 
But by assumption C~_rlcij(X,)J < 1 for every 1 and hence ~~=~lCij(h,)12 G 1. Thus 
By assumption lxkl Q 1 for all k and (4.3) follows. 
Proposition 4.2. The bound in (4.2) is the best possible. 
Proof. Take a polynomial such that its maximum absolute value 1 is taken in the unit disc at 1, 
for example p(r) = $(l + z). Fix an E > 0 and S > 0. Then we can find N large enough so that 
lp(~)~Ixe for 1~1~1 suchthat lz-l)>S. 
We can assume that 6 is small enough so that if IL - 11 =G S then 
I ze 
i2nk/m 
-lI>S for k=l,2 ,..., m-l. 
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Consider the following n x m-matrix 
‘1 0 . . . 0 \ 
C(z)= 1 ; ; 
. . . 
A(4 **- Pm(4 
with pj( z) = P(e i27j’mz)N/(1 + (m - 1)E). 
By construction lC(z)l = 1 for 1~1~ 1 (if n > 1, for n = 1 we have lC( z)l d 1). Consider now 
A =diag(X,,..., A,) with hj = e-i2nj/m, and choose xi to be the jth unit vector ej in C”. Then 
Since E > 0 was arbitrary the claim follows. 
We now proceed in showing Theorem 3. 
In Section 2 we formulated our results first for matrices which were small in the unit disc and 
then transformed them for other discs and half planes. While the result in the inner product case 
is easier to prove first in the unit disc we prefer the opposite direction for the max-norm. Thus we 
prove the following simplified version of Corollary 4. 
Proposition 4.3. Let Xj, i!lj and y be real constants. If Eya,hj = 1 and 
< 1 whenever Re z < 0 
then 
f (I+YA)-‘(Xj+S,A)xj G ma lxjl 
j=l l<j<m 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
for all A satisfying Re( u, Au) < 0. 
Proof. Setting z = 0 in (4.4) we obtain 
2 Ixj(< la 
j=l 
Since Cj”_ iXj = 1 we conclude that Xj z 0. 
Suppose we are given x E H” such that lxjl 4 1 for all j. We have to show that then 1~1 d 1 
where 
y:= i (I+ yA)_‘(h,+ 6,A)Xj. (4.6) 
j-1 
Let us rewrite (4.6) as follows 
y = f AjXj + w m+l P-7) 
j=l 
484 
where 
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Setting further wj := xi - x1, 1 <j < m we arrive at 
m+l 
y=x,+ c xjwj, 
j==2 
where we also denote Xm+i = 1. 
We shall make now an extra assumption which we shall remove later. Assume that 
j=l ,***, m. Squaring both sides of (4.8) leads to 
[xi] = 1 for 
m+l m+l 
IY12=Ix112+ ,F2hj[( x1, wj)+(wj, xl)] + C Xihj(wi, w,)' 
i. j=2 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
Now, (x,, wj)+(wj, x1)= -]wj12, for j< m. Next consider (xl, w,+~). Since wm+l =A[~~_16,x, 
- yy], we write x1 in terms of wm+l and of C’J’_?,,Sjxj - yy. It is convenient to use the notation 
6 m+l ‘= -y, x,,,+~ :=y. Then 
m+l m+l 
c sixi= c ajxl + f sjwj+ sm+l(xm+l -x1) 
j=l j-1 j=2 
and further, substituting x,+~ - x1 = Cy+‘XjWj, 
m+l 
[ 1 
m+l 
c aj x1= c 6ixj - 5 ajwj - m;ls_,lAjwj. 
j=l ‘3 
This yields 
[~$~8j](x19’ ’ 
j-2 j=2 
m+l)= ( 
m+l 
C ajxj, wm+l - 5 [S,+8m+lxj](wj7 w~+1)-8~+ll~F?l+112~ 
j-1 I j-2 
(4.10) 
By the dissipativity of A we have 
i 
m+l 
Re C SjXj, Wm+l ~0. 
j-1 I 
Set Ci”_:‘S, =: d and assume for the moment that d > 0. Then we obtain from (4.10) 
m 
Re(x,, wm+l) Q - f 5 (S, + &+lhj)Wwj, Wm+l) 
J’2 
-~lwm+112, 
with equality iff Re(E,“+‘Sixi, AC,“+‘6ixi) = 0. 
Combining (4.9) and (4.11) yields 
]y12 Q lxi12 + Reiy<lbij(Yy Wj) 
with equality iff Re(E:,“+‘Sixj, AC~+‘SjXi) = 0. Here 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
bii= --++A;, 
b,, = &Xi, 
bi(m+l) 
b (m+l)j = 0, 
b (m+l)(m+l) 
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igm, 
i#j, i, j<m, 
i<m, 
j,<m, 
Set B = ( bQ). 
Lemma 4.1. If C;“Sj - y > 0 and 
then $( B + B*) is negative semidefinite. 
Proof. Assume that for some E E Iw * one would have 
<*f( B + B*)< > 0. 
Set x1 = 1 
Xi = e%-1, 2<j<m, 
where 
A simple calcul la ltion shows that 
wj=iJ$j_l+O(E) for j=2,...,m+l. 
Hence 
m+l 
Re c bijwiFj=e2[T)(B+BT)[+o(&2), 
i, i-2 
and we conclude that for small E # 0 we have 
m+l 
Re c bijwiiGj > 0. 
i, j=2 
From (4.13) with z = i&[,,,/c,“Sj - 7) we obtain 1~1~ 1. 
On the other hand setting A = ie~,/(E~Sj - y) we have from (4.12) 
lv12= 1 + Re mi’ bijwi~j. 
i, j-2 
485 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
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For small E # 0 this means ]yl > 1 which is a contradiction. This proves the Lemma. 
We can now continue from (4.12). Since i( B + BT) is negative semidefinite we obtain at once 
]y12 < ]x112 = 1. This was under two extra assumptions: ]xjl = 1 for 1 <j G m, and X,“_iS, - y > 0. 
We relax the former one first. 
In order to cover all vectors ]xj] < 1 we consider vectors of the form fjXj with rj E Q=, Xj E H 
such that It,] G 1 and lxjl = 1. Then 
defines a mapping F: Q= m + Iw which is continuous and convex. Hence 
max F(t)= max F(t). 
Irl,<t It,l=t 
j-r....,m 
Here the latter term is already known to be at most 1. This completes the argument. 
Suppose now Cy_tSj - y Q 0. From (4.4) we obtain letting z + cc 
ClS,l~lUl* 
1 
(4.15) 
If y = 0 then necessarily Sj = 0 for all j and (4.5) is trivial. Suppose now that y > 0. Then 1 + yz 
has a zero in the left half plane, and (4.4) again implies that (Xi + Sjz)/(l + yz) = Xj for all j 
and (4.5) holds. 
Finally, suppose y < 0 but ~l”Sj - y < 0. Then, using (4.15) we have Sj < 0 for all j, and 
y = E:;“Si. Let us consider (4.4) for small imaginary values of z. From Cy_ t ]Xj + is8j] Q 11 + i&y] 
we obtain 
(4.16) 
(if Xj = 0 then clearly Sj = 0 and the index can be dropped out). 
Now the function 
f: (L.., k)-~hj( ti;( ftsj)' 
has a minimum if ijj = X,C,“S, for all j. In this case (4.16) holds with equality, excluding any 
other choice. However, the choice aj = Xjy leads to a constant mapping for which (4.5) is trivial. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.3. 
The proof can be viewed as an adaptation of a similar result concerning B-stability [2]. 
In order to obtain Theorem 3 from Proposition 4.3 one has to map the left half plane onto the 
unit disc. We leave the details to the reader. 
5. Proof of Theorem 2 
In the previous section we saw that for the max-norm llC(A)(l can become arbitrarily close to 
6, if C(z) is an m x m-matrix. We shall continue now by showing that we can always have 
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llC( A)11 > 1 if we start from a monotone norm in 4= m unless, of course, the norm comes from an 
inner product. 
Let 1. I,,,, be a given monotone norm in Cm. We take H = 42” with the usual inner product, and 
consider the following m X m-matrix 
where pi(z) are polynomials such that 
Pj(Xi)’ -py i=j, 
i , 1 Zj; 
(5.1) 
(pj(z)l<e/(m--1) for (z-Aj(>e; (5.3) 
and {Xi} are distinct points in the closed unit circle such that lXi - hjJ > 2~ (compare e.g. with 
the proof of Proposition 4.2). Without loss of generality we may assume that JejlM = 1 for each 
coordinate vector ej = (0, 0,. . . ,O, 1, 0,. . . , O)T. (Otherwise scale the basisvectors and the matrix 
C(z) correspondingly). Then we have, due to the monotonicity of the norm and the properties 
(5.1), (5.3) 
JC(Z)J$flpj(Z)lG1 for JZJ<l. 
1 
Take now an arbitrary 5 E Q=“. We show that 
(I - &)I512 915(&f Q (I - e)-1151*. (5.4) 
Since E was arbitrary the conclusion follows from (5.4). 
Take A = diag( Xi,. . . , A,) and set xi = tjej. Then C(A)x lies in (0) X - - - X (0) X Cm with 
the nontrivial component being Elmpj(A)xj. Using (5.1) we obtain 
while 
Assuming llC(A)ll d 1 yields thus the left hand side of (5.4). 
In order to obtain the other inequality we consider the transpose of C(z). We take the same 
operator A but define x by xi = 0 for j < m while x,,, = <. Hence 
C’(A)x= (pl(A)s,...,p,(A)~)‘. 
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But Ipj(A)[lt = Ipi(Xi)sjl= (1 - E)]tj] and therefore 
Il+4Z))C=(NXIIM= (1 -&)](1511,...,I~,I)TlM= Cl- 4l5lM~ 
Since ]lxllM = KO,. . . , 01(12)Tlw = IQ2 the inequality follows. 
6. A-co&active one-leg methods 
Let f: D(f) c H + H be a maximally monotone operator in a Hilbert space [l]. We shall 
consider the numerical integration of the evolution equation 
x’ +f(x) 3 0, t>o, x(O)=x,ED(f) (6.1) 
using a special class of one-leg methods. These A-contractive methods can be characterized as 
follows. They are the only two-step second order one-leg methods which produce bounded 
solutions when applied to a test equation 
t’=X(t)t, Re X<O (6.2) 
using arbitrary step sequences, [ll,S]. The restriction to two-step methods is natural since already 
for constant time stepping the A-stability sets the order down to p = 2 [3]. The following result, 
however, applies with trivial modifications to all A-contractive formulas, see [9]. 
We write the one-leg approximation of (6.1) as 
px+hf(ox)30, n>l, (6.3) 
where PX, =C:_Oaj(~n)x,_i9 OX, =Xf,&‘j(~n)X,_jp and h =A,, := t, -t,,_l, r, =h,,/h,_l. It 
turns out that the boundedness of approximations to (6.2) takes place for all step sequences {h,} 
exactly when 
k I~j-Z~jldJa,-Z~~l forRez<O, and r>O 
j-l 
(6.4) 
(for the precise statement see [11,5]. These methods form a one-parameter set among all second 
order A-stable two-step formulas. The set has the implicit mid-point rule as one extreme method, 
a two-step version of it as another. Thus these both methods have no damping at infinity 
mapping fast decaying transients into oscillations, while all the methods inbetween have some 
dissipation. It is therefore natural that we might sometimes want to start a computation with a 
dissipative formula, but move, after the fast transients have disappeared, towards the implicit 
midpoint rule. In such a situation the G-stability approach [4] is not applicable, since the p 
operator will be variable, see e.g. [5,12]. Using Proposition 4.3 we can now overcome this 
difficulty. 
Consider a perturbed equation 
PY + V(V) 3 hq, 
where the step sequence {h,} and coefficients are the same as in (6.3). 
(6.5) 
Theorem 6.1. Let f be maximally monotone and suppose that { h ,, } , { qn } , { x0, x1 } , { yo, y1 } are 
given. Take any sequence of A-contractive formulas, then there exist unique sequences {x,}, ,1, 
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{Yn>,>l =Nf), such that (6.3) and (6.5) hold and we have for all n > 1 
lxn-Y~l~j$fx2j (Ixn-j-Y"-jl) +2hnlqnl* 
Proof. The existence and uniqueness of solutions follows from the maximal monotonicity of f 
and from the fact that we necessarily have a&, > 0. 
Fixan n>l. Choose wEf(ax,)-f(ay,) so that (6.3) (6.5) hold, and set u := ux, - ay,,. Let 
span{ u, w} =: M1 and denote the orthogonal complement of Mi in H by M2. If u = 0 or w = 0 
then (6.6) follows easily using (6.4) with z = 0. Otherwise Mi is at least one-dimensional. Let 
then Q denote the rotation on Mi which takes u/lul to w/lwl. From the monotonicity of f we 
know that Re(m,, Qmi) > 0 for all m, E Mi. 
Write now for a given x E H x = m, + mz with mi E Mi. Then define A: H + H by 
-Ax :I 
Clearly A is linear, defined for all x E H and is by construction negative 
Re(x, Ax) = - i$l Re(m,, Qm,) - lm212 d 0. 
Taking the difference of (6.3) and (6.5) and using the definition of A we obtain 
dxn -Y,,> -k,Ah, -y,,) = -h,q,. 
Equation (6.6) follows now using Proposition 4.3 
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